
president's report
Dear Members

With this issue the Board of
Ausglass is proud to introduce a
new publication, the Ausglass
Newsletter. It is the feeling of the
Board that a newsletter will enable
you, the membership, to receive
up-to-date and relevant
information in a more timely
manner than has happened in the
past.

It will be a great format for keeping in touch
with current events, job listing, technical
advice, exhibitions, etc. We strongly feel that
the newsletter should be the voice of the
membership and as such, we need your input
in the form of letters, articles and state reports,
etc. We would also welcome any ideas for new
columns or what areas/aspects of glass you
would like to see covered in the newsletter. It
is intended to pUblish the newsletter three
times a year, increasing this to four times a
year over the next two years.

The Board has been very busy over the last
few months and other news concerns the
Board's ongoing work on our Constitution, the
1999 Conference, Membership and
Fundraising.

DALE
hihuly

and the gardens of visual delight

As a volunteer worker, Annette Clarke
learns about unusual installations,
juxtaposing glass elements with open
space and gettIng children to mop paint In

a big way, with Dale Chihuly as prime mover.

Chihuly's works on show in the public
domain during the last Sydney Festival did a
lot to promote alternative uses of glass in art
to a public used to thinking of glass in terms
of Waterford crystal and Oreffors tableware.
The seven large sculptures were installed in
the Botanical Gardens, Government House
and the Opera House, creating delight and
interest to many Sydneysiders.

The placement of the sculptures outside a
museum or gallery setting emphasised the

The Constitution
The Board was gratified by the

overwhe'lmingly positive response from the
membership to the draft constitution contained
in the last magazine. Many of you, while
affirming that we were on the right track, also
sent in suggestions. A final version of the
Constitution, with these suggestions taken into
account, will be presented in the October issue
of the newsletter for voting.

The Conference
Plans for 'The Artists' Voice' are proceeding

and the Board and the Conference Sub
Committee would like to thank those of you
who sent in suggestions. Although we cannot
use all the suggestions senlin, what is exciting
is that with the proposed new structure of the
Board, we can start to plan and consider these
suggestions for the 2001 Conference. In this
issue I would like to introduce Edwina d'Apice
of the Wagga City Art Gallery who has written
to the membership about the 1999
Conference. Afull run down on the Conference
Program will be contained in the next
(October) Newsletter.

Membership and Newsletter
It is an important for Ausglass to expand its

membership and we have recently formed a
sub-committee to look at opportunities to
develop membership. We see the newsletter
as a key component in keeping in touch with

relationship between the work and the
natural or architectural environment. They
complemented the areas' scale through the
use of repetition of a number 01 similar, large,
blown elements, ensuring that the work was
not overwhelmed by the surroundings. Instead C\J

they incorporated the space in between glass g,
elements 'in a way that I have not seen utilised ~
by any Australian glass artist. g;c:

The 50 glass onions in the Botanical ~
Gardens 2 ponds claimed the ponds as part ~

our members. A new look and regularly
published newsletter is an important element
in developing our membership base. We hope
you enjoy the changes and. thanks for being
patient!

Fundraising
It gives me very great pleasure to announce

the support for Ausglass of the, Thomas
Foundation. Earlier this year Ausglass made
application to the Thomas Foundation for
support in the area of administration. The
Foundation kindly granted our request and,
consequently we have appointed Meredith
Hinchliffe as the Ausglass Administrator.
Meredith will deal with the day-to-day running
of Ausglass, then with the approach of the
Conference, she will work as Conference Co
ordinator. She has a Bachelor of Arts degree
in Administration and brings many years of
experience working, with arts organisations,
such as Ausglass, to the position. T'he board
would like to welcome her to Ausglass.

Secondly we made an application to the
Thomas Foundation for two Conference
Awards. This application was also granted and
again we have pleasure in announcing the
Ausglass Student Conference Award of
$3,000 and the Ausglass Emerging Artist
Award, also for $3,000. One will be financed
by the Thomas Foundation and the other by
matching funds which Ausglass has to raise.

(continued page 2)

in this issue ---I

1999 Ausgla COnfImlrlCe ExI'IlbltIoII8:
a taste the five Ivana JIraaek.
Read about prizesl PIUI An
GlBsJnxhlbltlon In VIcIoria.



DALE CHIHULY
(continued from front page)

of the artwork. Suspended on still water in the
early morning, the mirroring of the image
multiplied the size 01 the work, while the
afternoon sea breeze gave the objects asense
of motion and flow. My favourite piece
consisted of 150 red spears in the garden beds
of Government House forming a corridor of
exotic primitive flowers reminiscent of the
Australian 'black boys' rising above the
vegetation.

While working on set-ups coordinated by the
US sculptor, Parks Anderson, I kept thinking
about the size of the sculptures, the
professionalism of the Chihuly machine and
that 'everything is bigger and better in
America'. Normally, the last statement has

negative connotations related to the brash
ness of Americans, but I was really impressed
with his ability to pull together an extremely
professional team of experts in their fields.

The chandelier in the Opera House had to
be installed in one day, due to Opera House
commitments. To speed up the process, the
frame was made in four parts and built on the
ground, then hydraulically lifted into place. The
clear pieces were made of plastic (poly
urethane), the plastic thus reducing the weight.

Reviews of Chihuly's work varied, but my
response to a particularly derogatory critic was
'here we go again; art critics fighting to prevent
glass artists moving into the field of sculpture'.
But I feel that Chihuly's work speaks of
traditional uses of glass, associations with
nature, and Ilinkages with beauty and form that
aviewer uneducated in the nuances of the art
world can relate to.

The highlight of being a volunteer over the
period was the children's painting workshop
at Sydney College of the Arts. Dale's loose
style of painting, using mops and squirting
paint straight from the bottle, allowed me the
observation of how quickly we become
conditioned in our society. Some children
happily followed the exploration of paint on
paper in free-form, while others displayed an
obsessive precision while working under
watchful eyes of approving parents.

Annette Clarke
Yr 2 student in Glass at SCA.

P E IDE T J EP T
(continued from fron page)

We already have a pledge of $500 towards
this second award and any further donations
would be greatly appreciated. Initial details for
both awards are contained in this Newsletter,
with the Conference Exhibition information.
Further details of the Awards will be published
in the next Newsletter. Also in the next
newsletter, look for information on the new
Thomas Foundation Pilchuck Glass School
Scholarships.

As you can see, we have been quite active
over the last few months - it is an exciting
time for Ausglass.

Jane Bruce
Pre ident

Jane Bruce Glass Workshop

e-mail: Jane.Bruce@anu.edu.au

ph: 062495829

fax: 062495722

The Australian National University
Institute of the Arts
The Canberra School of Art

above: Chlhuly's Macchia Sea Form Group 1982
left. Sea Forms, 1981
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NOT THE
EDITORIAL
from the editorial committee

As always, finding copy to
create a good newsletter

is a problem and of course the
solution remains the same.

Voluntary contributions from
Ausglass members and
supporters. No pressure, no
cajoling. Just lots of information
flowing in. Comments,
suggestions and criticisms are
welcome. You could also send
us images - as slides,
negatives or prints to publish
where space permits.

In the hope of stimulating debate, we have
identified some themes that deserve
continuing interest and support.

In particular, Personnel health and safe
working practices in the studio.

There's enough anecdotal evidence and
rumours to suggest there may be patterns
in work-related injuries for glassworkers.
Gory stories of personal distress make
interesting reading and could also be
considered useful research (of an ad hoc
nature).

Where are they now? Remember looking
at your glass collection, or finding an old
exhibition catalogue and thinking "' wonder
what they're doing now?" We wondered
about Con Rhee, Maria Poletti and Julie Brand.

Leaving invasion of privacy considerations
aside, news of former Ausglass cabalists,
and those M.l.A. would be welcome. Asort
of Lost and Found section.

State Information: time for a grassroots
movement to ensure your state
representative, or delega e, contributes a
report to each issue, including all the
gossip.

Calendar of Events: please send us your
information to include in our events.

We would like to express our sincere
gratitude to Anthony HoNman tor
undertaking the production aspects of the
last issue over the Christmas . . Thank you!

Deadline for next Issue is
28 August 1998.

send your copy to:

Ausglass Newsletter
PO Box 4018
MCKINNON VIC 3204

_.........



1999 ausglass conference exhibitions

Five exhibitions are being developed to
accompany the 1999 Ausglass Conference at
the Wagga Wagga City Art Gallery (WWCAG),
NSW. The exhibitions will be the first to fill the
relocated Gallery premises in the new Civic
Precinct, designed by Garner Davis Architects
Australia, who proposed the winning design
for from 132 international entries. All the
exhibitions will take place at WWCAG and will
be subject to a selection process. The
exhibitions are open to all financial members
of Ausglass. Work in the exhibitions will be for
sale and some of the exhibitions may be
toured. Detailed information will be posted to
all Ausglass members shortly, but a summary
of the exhibitions are:

1. reflection pool installations
This will be a site specific work for the

outdoor pool that runs alongside the new
National Art Glass Gallery. The reflection pool
is adjacent to a long tinted glass face of the
Gallery, and is approximately 20 metres long,
1.Bm wide and 20cm deep. Several artists may
be selected to install their work at this site,
depending on the number and quality of the
entries received.

art in glass exhibition
Review by Celia Roach

Art in Glass November 1997, Axia Modern
Art (formally Editions Gallery), Armadale,
Melbourne.

Art In Glass featured 40 works by 5 artists
- Ann Robinson, Giles Bettison, Emma
Camden, Garry Nash and Kevin Gordon.

The title Art in Glass immediately raised ClJ

question. What is meant by Art in Glass? Is
this an attempt to move glass out of the realms
of craft and into that of fine art? If it is, does
the old worn out debate of craft vs art step
into the spotlight for yet another encore?

111 lact, the title was not a reaction to
discourse on the art/craft hierarchy. Rather, it
was deliberately used for commercial reasons.
The usual clientele of commercial galleries are
familiar with paintings and works on paper, a
fine art audience, and would probably think of
glass as something to drink out of rather than
to 'Just' look at. Beverly Kenna, the director of
Editions started the Art in Glass exhibitions in
1996, and through these exhibitions is
deliberately opening up opportunities for
collectors to see glass beyond production
work, that is, 'one of' precious objects, with
no expectations of function, beyond their own
form. The artists in this exhibition are diverse,
not only in experience, but also in concepts
and technique.

2. the members' exhibition
In the tradition of Ausglass conferences, this

will be an exhibition of members' work. Work
is to have been completed since the 1997
Ausglass Conference, and at least one piece
by each entrant will be exhibited

3. production glass exhibition
This will be an exhibition of quality

production or limited edition glass work i.e.
work made in multiples. Funding is being
sought to produce a promotional catalogue for
this exhibition, with run-ons to be made
available to the selected entrants for a fee.

4. 'quoting others'
The unifying theme forthe 1999 conference

is the "artists' voice" and will explore the
metaphoric ways in which the artist speaks
and is heard. 'Quoting others' is a response
to this theme, and invites artists to consider
the voices they respond 10. It can be a quote
from the written or spoken word - whether from
literature, the media, lyrics from songs 
essentially 'the voice of another'. The
quotation will become the title of the work.

Ranging from the whimsically titled Jelly
Bean and Starry Night platters to the large
free-blown cylinders, vibrancy of colour is the
driving force behind Garry Nash's objects.
Deceptively fragile, Bettison's work was titled
'Travelogue Series', and consisted of 10
murrini vases and bowls. What is most striking
is the delicate colour. The techrnique Bettison
uses to create the vessels, results in a surface
which references woven geometrical designs.

Often, one of the most interesting issues
raised by an exhibition which includes
emerging as well as established artists is that
of technique. The crucial importance of
technique is never underestimated by those
who have spent years mastering process, but,
ironically it is what should not be apparent to
the viewer, if an object is to be successful.

This argument is apparent in Ann
Robinson's cast crystal vessels. Nuances of
colour and form are drawn directly from her

5. the st 0

An exhibition open to all full and part time
students, including post-graduate students
enrolled in 199B.

prizes
Work in the exhibitions will be eligible for

the following prizes:
$3,000 Inaugural AusglasslThomas
Foundation Student Award (for students
and trainees enrolled in 199B)

$3,000 Inaugural AusglasslThomas
Foundation Emerging Artist Award (for
those in professional practice for five
years or less)

$2,500 Inaugural Vicki Torr Prize (open
to all members except students)

Ivana Jirasek.

immediate natural environment, and speak
eloquently of her strong relationship with the
rhythms and patterns of nature.

The hollow cast forms of Emma Camden
reference architecture, quite literally, in fact.
Titled Glass House Series and Enigma Tower
Series, the objects have been carved
internally, geometric patterns catch light while
the external surface is a smooth matt finish.
The surface of the lower half, however, did not
have the same treatment, and so the piece
lost some of its impact by this inconsistency.

Kevin Gordon's etched. bowls and vases
showcase his mastery of the etching process.
The balance and proportion of the images are
complimentary to the forms of the vessels.
However, the titles of the works imply that this
is not pure decoration, and when work is so
thematically diverse,it can be confusing. The
viewer is given no clue as to how to read the
images. The fine art context is demanding, it
requires artists to be familiar with current
debates and issues surrounding images that
they might be using. This is not to say that
work should be driven by debate, or the
prevailing thought of the moment, far from it.
But the work deserves to be informed so that
it can speak confidently for itself in any context.

Celia Roach is a practising artist
who has had an avid interest and
involvement in glass since the late 1980's.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

June 1998
June 18 - July 11 Pamela Stadus: Objects in Time
Craft Victoria, 114 Gertrude St. Fitzroy (03) 9417 3111

June 28 - July 4: Queensland Glass Artists Winter School
Chuck Simpson (07) 5442 8835. Glass Blowing: Jane Cowie
Traditional Painting &Staining: Gerry Cummins
Pate de Verre: Marea Timoko
Flame Working: Richard Clements
Surface Decoration &Sandblasting: Tony Hanning
Enamelling &Engraving: Deb Cocks

JUly 1998
JUly 3 - July 29: Kinectic Jewellery and Metalsmiths Association
of Queensland

July 16 - Aug 3: Helen Aitken-Khunan, Quadrivium, L2,
Queen Victoria Bldg. George St, Sydney (02) 9264 8222

July 21 - Aug 9: Deb Cocks, Glass Artists Gallery, 70 Glebe Point Rd.,
Glebe NSW (02) 9552 1552

October '98
October 1 - 24: Richard Whiteley 'Transmission', Craft Victoria,
114 Gertrude St, Fitzroy. (03) 9417 3111

Over a decade at the helm at Monash
University, Bronwyn Hughes has now retired
and is pursuing her interests in historical glass
restoration/conservation. Bronwyn has
recently completed her Masters degree on this
topic.

Tyron Benton has returned to Melbourne from
the Jam factory via an extended trip overseas
to Europe.

Tricia Allen's East Gippsland Glass Event in
May attracted 15 glassblowers to participate
in a team challenge.

Keep on going George - only 20 more to go!

James Thompson and Paul Sanders
havehad a piece collected by the City of
Wagga collection.

Maureen Williams held a glass blow in duril1g
May with Scott Chaseling, Tom Rownie,
Janeen Toner and Sophie Emmett. 'Maureen
is also attending the Dante Marioni and Ben
Moore workshop at Pilchuck in July - She
received a scholarship from Pilchuck to do so

Nick Wirdnam is invited to exhibit in the
Vienezia Aperto Vetro 1998. Nick is also
attending PHchuck on a scholatshlp to
participate in the Dino Rossin workshop.

Pat Wong and Gabriella had a baby boy
named Odin in January. Bruce and Tracey
Hutton had a baby boy named Oliver on the
22nd April. Peter Ferguson and Juli Singleton
had a baby girl named Leah on the 8th April.

On their recent visit to Oz, Pat and Emily
Cash found their way to the Vesta Hot Glass
Access Studio in Paradise. Under the watchful
direction of resident glass blower, Tina
Cooper, Emily blew a beautiful large bubble.
Pat on the other hand insisted on making a
drinking vessel. On his first attempt he pulled
off a 1.5 XXX stubbie tumbler. Not bad for a
tennis star!

Pat has signed and dated his piece which will
be auctioned at the Winter School '98.

We are still in shock from the news of the death
of Simon Lewis, who drowned in the surf on
the sixth of March. Simon and Tina had been
close for some time.

The vacancies for the Winter School
workshops are filling quickly with Cummins,
Timoko, and Clements already full. Hanning,
Cowie and Cocks have a few places each
available at the time of writing. There are fifty
seven applicants, nine of whom are from New
Zealand. There were twenty-five applicants for
scholarships with six $550 and six $280
scholarships awarded.

The scholarships this year have been provided
through the generosity of the Thomas
Foundation.

For further information on Winter School,
contact me (artistic enquiries) on (07) 5442
8835 or Cynthia Mitchell on (07) 5442 8550,
for brochures and application forms.

Avacancy currently exists for an established
glass blower to work from our studio. If you
are tired' of doing production ninety percent of
the time just to pay the gas bill, you should
seriously consider re-establishing your
business and hiring time from our well
equipped access studio. You can make a lot
of exhibition work in ten hours - and spend
the rest of the week on the beach!

For further Information give me a call:

Chuck Simpson
Queensland Glass Artists Association Inc.
and Vesta Hot Glass
PO Box 283
Eumundi, QLD 4562

Ph (07) 5442 883
'Cashy' and Tina working hard

on that stubby tumbler



Other recent stained glass
by Kim Lester

'Dewi Sant',
Welsh Church, Latrobe St, Melbourne

(traditional painted saint)

The Sacraments Windows,
St Johns Anglican Church, Camberwell,

Melbourne (contemporary)

(reported on behalf of Brian Hirst)

Curricular Quay, will open in a few weeks.
Shaelene Murray (known for her headlight
handbags), has one of the first solo
exhibitions. The set of galleries is the new
home for CfCC and the galleries have avariety
of exhibition spaces that need your work! Calls
for proposals will be published in new issues
of Object Magazine.

Keith Rowe is offering workshops for glass
blowing at his studio in BI'ackheath (Blue
Mountains), call (02) 4787 7220 for details. At
Sydney College of the Arts we are offering a
weekend workshop in Painting on Glass with
Deb Cocks and a flame working workshop with
Blanch Tilden. For details call (02) 9351 1006.

Glass Artists Gallery has upcoming solo
exhibitions by Deb Cocks, Gerry King and, of
course the RFC glass prize. For more details
contact Sharon (02) 9552 1552.

In news just to hand, there is a rumour that
Jeffrey Hamilton has cut off his pony tail. At
this stage it is just a rumor, but stay tuned for
updates.

eportjrom
+ Japan update by Richard Whiteley

RYT
by Kim Lester

What has been described as a pair of
bathers on a beach towel is actually the girdle
of the Virgin dropped on St Thomas' head as
proof of her ascent into heaven. Some of the
older members of the congregation thought
this was a little racy for a church, but I thought
it was a nice allusion to Parson Docker's
defrocking.

Although the church was built in the 1850's,
I decided against traditional symbols and
methods and used a contemporary approach.

Instead of painting the birds, spears, hearts,
rocks, buildings and so on, I fused or cast them
in clear glass. These stand out from a richly
coloured background and even on a dull day,
the range of thick and textured glasses catch
the light.

I'm probably alone in understanding all the
symbols, and everybody has their own
interpretation (whether it's a pair of togs or
Mary's girdle is entirely up to you).

What is important is that the windows inspire
and invite meditation, in both a religious and
artistic sense.

Zealanders, there were about 30 or so and
they were surprisingly easy to find in a crowd
of 1550 people! There were over 40 countries
represented and as many parties. On the
second day of the conference one would have
been forgiven for thinking they were at an
Ausglass conference with Geoffrey Edwards
and myself presenting papers back to back,
Klaus Moje's demonstration, assisted by the
charismatic, Scotto Chaseling and the opening
of the Latitudes exhibition, organized by Kirsty
Rea. Giselle COiJrtney also opened her solo
exhibition in Nagoya just after the conference

pro9ram.
As part of a post conference tour, Pamina

Traylor, artist and lecturer in hot glass at
California College of Arts and Crafts and
Katrina Hude, artist and studio assistant to
Dick Marquis, visited Sydney for a week before
heading, to various other Australian ports. Both
Pamina and Katrina were genuinely impressed
with the quality of Australian glass but were
not so enthused with Australian pub staff.

The new Center for Contemporary craft
(CfCC) Galleries at Customs House,

What did the Virgin's bathers have to
do with Doubting Thomas' journey to
true faith? Read about Kim's own
journey in theological meaning.

Recently Iwas commissioned to design and
manufacture four stained glass windows for
St Stephens Anglican Church in Richmond,
Melbourne.

My brief was to honour St Thomas (as in
'Doubting') and Parson Docker, a local priest
who despite being defrocked, maintained his
popularity and provided the site for St
Stephens last century.

In between readings of Parson Docker's
biography I immersed myself in some intensive
bible study and the Apocryphal Acts. From
here I developed some of the visual themes.

For Thomas's journey from doubt to true
faith, I depicted troubled waters flowing
upwards into heaven. For Parson Docker, the
local legend and pillar of strength - I looked
to the Australian landscape and chose the
symbol of a Redgum.

Some of the more obvious symbols include
a fish for Jesus, and crucifixion blood-and
nails. Building squares represent St Thomas
as the patron saint of building and at the same
time, Parson Docker's contribution to the
building of the church.

A CREATION

With the state rep. last seen in a sushi bar
in Seto City, Japan, Ausglass has asked me
to report on a some glass related events in
NSW.

Sydney is still recovering from Dale
Chihuly's visit in January and since that time
there have been several other visitors to the
'City of Brides'. James Carpenter (New York
based architectural glass artist) flew into
Sydney to make a presentation to SOCOG.
He also gave a lecture at the Sydney College
of the Arts, where he spoke on his architectural
commission work. What a lecture! Articulate
and insightful (he was also offered the
commission for the Olympics!). Michael
Scheiner, Rhode Island based artist, also
spent a week in Sydney before he headed to
Canberra and then to the Glass Arts Society
(GAS) conference in Japan. Michael enjoyed
Australia and visa versa.

David Traub, artist and lecturer at Wanganui
in New Zealand, brought himself and 10
students for their exhibition at Glass Artists
Gallery. David had organized the trip to
continue on to the GAS conference. Attending
the conference was part of the students
professional development program.

The GAS conference itself was a great place
to catch up with fellow Australians and New



What happens when a
bunch of blowers with a
penchant for fancy dress
try hard to impress a
serious panel of judges no
older than 121 The
competition is very tough!

Since 1995 the first weekend in May has
been a time for glass blowers to get together
in Lakes Entrance, Victoria for the East
Gippsland Glass Event.

Initially the idea for the event was to reunite
glass blowers who had a connection with
Gippsland. Because of Budgeree Glass, this
included Nick Mount, Tony Hanning, Rob
Wynne, Brian Hirst, Anne Hand and Mike
Hook.

Collaborative glass blowing over the two
days of public demonstration engendered a
spirit of teamwork. Having heard about the
antics played out during the Ruth King
workshops following the Heart of Glass
conference in 1995, the idea was born to
create a Team Challenge to provide an
opportunity for glassblowers and students to
test their wit and skill in a challenging-but-fun
competition.

This year 15 participants - all from Victoria,
with varied levels of experience, gathered to
take the challenge. It was great to see five
current students from Monash Uni. take part,
even though some might have thought they
would just be watching. Not so; it was sink or
swim.

After a warm up session, lunch and the
arrival of latecomers, teams and themes were
drawn from a hat. Three huddles of five
formed. After ten minutes of brainstorming
their 'pyjama' theme, the first team were
caught napping when presented with 5 pairs
of PJ's as they took to the floor. The sight of
Richard Morrell in shortie pyjamas set the
scene and the ensuing 'Banana-in Pyjamas
with Big Ted under arm' set the standard. It
was high! Witnessing this, it was back to the
drawing board for team 3, 'We need more!',
was the battle-cry.

Meanwhile, Team 2 took centre stage. Disco
Goblet was the challenge and James Brown
was the answer; complete with high heeled

boots, flares with cuffs,
gold chains and afro. All
team members jived to
70's discs through-out. Very
impressive!

Team 3 with the general theme. of Animal
was not to be outdone. They had the crowd
guessing till the last minute as bits, bits and
more bits were added, put away, taken out
again and stuck back together. Teamwork to
a Tee. What was it? A puffer fish ,in the jaws of
a sea monster of course, ...we should have
guessed.

By now it was dark ... Party time l On a night
when too much glass blowing was not enough,
the longstanding Victorian glass blowers' party
tradition of Richard Morrell blowing a yard
glass was upheld. The increasing tendency
for others to do the same was pushed to its
limits. King Richard still reigns but he may
soon be overthrown.

There were no standing Victorian glass
blowers the nex1 morning though, not in Lakes
Entrance anyway. The troops sort-of rallied by
lunchtime for a reshuffle of teams, with the
highlight of the afternoon being an outstanding
interpretation of the Lust in Space theme.

The judging was carried out by 3 children
aged 8-12. They were so impressed, they
didn't want anybody to lose, so they gave the
following jUdgement:

Best Entertainment Value: Team 2, The
Disco Goblet -for the dancing.

Congratulations to Carrie Westcott, Philip
Westcott, Sophie Emmett, David Brayshaw
and Tali Dalton.

Best Teamwork: Team 3, The Puffer Fish
- with all those bits. Congratulations to
Andrew Lavery, Ian McCall, Trish Callan, Norm
Borg, and Irena Kaluza.

Best Wizardry: Team 1 B3 and BT.
Congratulations to Mike Hook, Marcus Dillon,
Nick Wirdnam, Richard Morrell and Tricia Allen.

The judges chose Team 3 as the overall
winner, which was an impressive result
considering Team 1 was weighted with

experience, had the advantage of an
emotional tie between the judges and the
subject matter - and had a member who was
closely related to the three judges. Well done
Team 3!

We are adding another category to the
above; The Best Interprletation of a Theme
won for Venus Envy, conceived by Carrie,
Andrew, Mike, Sophie and David on the
second day, despite the fact that they had less
brain cells between them than on the first day.

There was one final piece made by Carrie,
Philip, Norm and myself after everyone else
had left and we've decided to make it the
overall winners' trophy. Made to the theme
'Lounge', made to lounge music, and titled The
Lizard and the Smiling Potato, this will be a
coveted prize which will be presented to Team
3 once it is 'trophy-ized'.

On that note, a big thankyou to Carrie for
theme music and props and to everyone who
came a long way to have a lot of fun.

Victoria has Ilaid down the gauntlet: we have
5 outstanding perpetual trophies for the event.
Can you other states rise to the challenge?
We'll find out same time, same place, next year.



by Alan Newton

Down the track from hi
first solo exhibition) an
emerging glass artist
reflects on the experience
and finds the exploration,
not the end product, to be
the motivation.

Matthew Curtis is an emerging artist whose
work over the past couple of years has
attracted more fhan a passing interest 
publicly and amongst his peers. After the 1996
RFC award, Matthew's work was voted
'peoples choice'. His prize was the opportunity
for Matthew to present his first and current solo
exhibition, Explorations in Glass.

The works Matthew exhibited represented
the culmination 01 a six year informal
apprenticeShip in glass 'blowing and studio
development. Interviewing Matthew about his
background in glass was an opportunity for
me to draw some interesting comparisons to
my own education as a current student at
Sydney College of the Arts.

What turned Matthew towards glass?

By1990 the lures of working as a dogfood
salesman had worn a bit thin and following a
trip overseas, Matthew had a timely phone call
from an o'id friend who needed an assistant to
help him start up a new studio. The friend was
Rob Wynn and the studio, Denizen Glass, on
Sydney's northern beaches. Matthew muses
on those first couple of years: "A diet of punties
and raps in between welding shelves, stripping
paint and designing and building the studio's
first furnace. I didn't even know what molten
glass ~ooked like and here we were building a
furnace!"

Opportunities to blow glass were limited in
the first couple of years, but Matthew developed
some skills largely through imitation or trial and

error, without the how's, when's, or why's. A
twelve-month stint with Brian Hirst followed and
Matthew was then faced with a seminal
decision. He had developed a strong
background in hotshop equipment, to the extent
that he was becoming tagged as an equipment
specialist rather than a budding glass blower.

"This was not the path I wanted to follow. It
was a conscious decision to start using the
limited skills I had developed, and approach
my work as a means of making some money.
Prior to this I had a reciprocal arrangement,
whereby I developed and maintained the
studio in exchange for blowing time. My skill
development had plateau'd out" So Matthew
began to utilise hotshop time more intently,
and with more purpose.

One strong motivation during the earlier part
of his career was the environmental
consideration of running a glass blowing
workshop.

"I have always been very aware of the
amount of energy the workshop consumes,
and place a high priority in using the workshop
as efficiently as possible, to justify that
consumption. In many ways, learning in a
working environment has taught me the
realities of making production work; how to
develop a range of quality, saleable work
efficiently".

Matthew returned to Denizen Glass and was
encouraged by fellow artists to enter the RFC
award in1996. After winning the 'peoples
choice' and working towards a first solo
exhibition, he became more critical' of his work
and had to push harder to refine skills.

So, having worked with and observed a
range of artists at Denizen Glass, plus an
impressive list of other local, and overseas
artists, how had they influenced Matthew's
approach to his work?

"The most important way I learn from other
artists is through their attitude and approach
to their own work. I could name a few who
have made a big impression on me, but without
doubt, it would be Ben Edols and Kathy Elliott
who have been most noticeable".

It was confronting at first, working with
people who had such a strong sense of what
they were trying to achieve and the way they

valued the work as an expression of
themselves as people. "I really had to take
stock of what it was I was trying to achieve
and develop a stronger sense of professional
pride".

The work at Matthew's exhibition represents
a personal milestone - or more precisely, a
stepping stone. "I always have the desire to
push my own personal boundaries, and to
explore the glass".

Once a goal is achieved there is a
diminishing satisfaction until a new goal arises.
The exploring is the motivation, not so much
what is produced along the way.

Alan Newton is a second year student in Glass
at Sydney College of the Arts.

Below: a piece from 'Exploration in Glass'
exhibition at the Glass Artists' Galler}~ Glebe.
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\o.\~es, I would like 10 become

a member ofAusglass

Name - - - - - - - - --

Address ----------

Phone/s- - - - - - - - - -

I enclose the sum of- - - - - -

Please make cheques payable to Ausglass

What is your main interest in glass?
(i.e. Hotglass, col/ector etc.)

Membership levels

Full member. Fee $90 for two years.

Affiliated Member (interested
organizations). Fee $90 for two years.

Student/Concession member
Fee $50 for two years
(please provide copy of /0)

Send to Maggie Stuart, Membership Officer
1 Charlotte Harrison Drive
Woonoona NSW 2517

Questions?
Contact Maggie on:
Ph (02) 4284 7844 or BH (02) 9211 2741
Or your state Representative

Huge trolley kiln
Height: 1150mm, width: 2040mm

with Harco controller, cable etc. $8,000

Clemco sandblaster
ACDFM 3048, 30" x 48"

&Champion AP7 compressor $3,000

Vertical belt linisher $700
Hand held rotary grinder $250

equipment is in Sydney
QJJLd.eta.i1s:-c,.w.LU..........o.<LLl~L..W.L-"LWL.u.y

on (08) 9330 1756 or (M) 0412328 860

The Wagga Wagga City Art Gallery is very
pleased to host the 1999 Ausglass
Conference. The Gallery has been collecting
glass since 1980 and has developed a strong
collection ot Australian Glass. This collection,
the National Art Glass Collection, has never
before been on complete display due to lack
of exhibition space. The new Wagga Wagga
City Art Gallery will feature a purpose built
Glass Gallery that is designed upon the theme
of ashard of glass. This building has one side
entirely clad in glass and will feature the whole
National Art Glass Collection displayed over
two levels. It is planned that the official
opening ot the Glass Gallery will coincide with
the Ausglass Collection so that we can share
this special event with Australian glass artists.

The Glass Gallery is a focal point of the
new Wagga Wagga Civic Centre where the
Ausglass Conference will be held. This centre
includes a theatre, restaurant, coffee bar,
library, art gallery, council chambers and
council administration. The three days of the
conference will be spread across the complex
and the shady banks of the Wollundry Lagoon.
As part of the conference the Wagga Wagga
City Art Gallery will host four exhibitions in our
new space. These exhibitions are to be
overseen by Ivana Jirasek and myself and the
opening party will be one of the highlights of
the conference.

The 1999 Ausglass Conference is set to be
a terrific event and I hope that all Ausglass
members will attend. Information about the
exhibitions are included ill the Ausglass
newsletter so look out for the guidelines so
that you can be part of the action.

January in Wagga Wagga is usually very hot
and dry and the Murrumbidgee River is one of
the coolest places to be so pack light, bring your
swim-wear and I'll see you in Wagga in '99.

Edwina d'Apice
Director, Wagga Wagga City Art Gallery

RighI:
Blilz Bomb

by Shaelene
Murray L- -=-__-'
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